
UP375.01
BuildingArea: (sf)
25,699 SF

Cost per Square Foot:
N/A

Construction Cost
N/A

Date of Completion:
February 2021

Program Summary:
Mixed use development that focuses on fostering the creative 
economy, coastal culture and vision to activate the area as the main 
pedestrian corridor.

Program Statement:
The mission of the development is to bring together passionate 
craftspeople who want to share their talents with the community. 
Aiming to educate, learn and provide spaces for creativity without 
boundaries, all while focusing on sustainability.
The design is a modern campus-like conglomeration of 
contemporary architecture that creates a pathway from Porter 
Avenue to the central sustainable garden space.
Four newly constructed buildings and one existing building with 
major renovations and additions will connect with the existing 
sustainable garden space that focuses on permaculture. Further 
plans include renovations to an existing historic cottage and the 
addition of an outdoor amphitheater.
Throughout the property, design elements mimic the surrounding 
pine forest to create a seamless transition into the modern 
development. Major design elements include outdoor passageways, 
thin vertical wooden slats, floor to ceiling windows, slender wooden 
louvers, and wooden trellis systems inspired by the surrounding 
forest canopy.



UP375.02
Site Plan:

+ Building 1: Bookstore, Local  
Market, Wine Shop, Wine Bar + 
Restaurant

+ Building 2: 8 Room Boutique Hotel
+ Building 3: Client Office Space,  

Yoga Studio, Flexible Indoor/ 
Outdoor Event Space

+ Building 4: Brewpub + Fitness  
Studio



UP375.03
Full Concept

+ Building 1: Bookstore, Local  
Market, Wine Shop, Wine Bar + 
Restaurant

+ Building 2: 8 Bedroom Motel
+ Building 3: Client Office Space,

Yoga Studio + Flexible Indoor /
Outdoor Event Space

+ Building 4: Brewpub + Fitness
Studio

Futre Plans:
+ Existing Dive Bar to receive minor  

exterior renovations
+ Oyster Amphitheater + Food Truck  

Space



UP375.05
Building 1 | Bookstore + Market 
Place

Building 1 is the transformation of 
the clients current office space on 
site into a multi-use facility. The 
original cottage used as an office 
space will be renovated and 
expanded upon, while retaining the 
cottage as the main focus from the 
street.

Existing traditional structure (Top 
Left) will be transformed into a 
bookstore that leads into the local 
market place. The second floor will 
be developed into a series of 
podcast offices, a conference room, 
and a mezzanine overlooking the 
marketplace (right).

The restaurant, wine bar and wine 
shop will be additions to the existing 
structure.

Reoccurring design elements to 
note:
+ Massive window structures to bring  

in natural light
+ Long, expansive passageways
+ Extending wooden Trellis systems
+ Slender wooden elements



UP375.06
Building 1 | Wine Bar + Wine Shop

Behind the Market Place, the Wine 
Bar + Wine Shop will be developed.

The top picture depicts the exterior 
entrance to the wine bar (left) and 
wine shop (right).

The bottom picture depicts the 
interior of the wine bar.

Reoccurring design elements to 
note:
+ Massive window structures to bring  

in natural light
+ Long, expansive passageways
+ Extending wooden Trellis systems
+ Slender wooden elements



UP375.07
Building 1 | Restaurant + Open 
Industrial Kitchen

Extending from the existing 
structure, the addition will become 
an open industrial kitchen and 
restaurant.

Reoccurring design elements to 
note:
+ Massive window structures to bring  

in natural light
+ Long, expansive passageways
+ Extending wooden Trellis systems
+ Slender wooden elements



UP375.06
Building 2 | 8 Room Boutique Hotel

The Second building will become an 
on site 8 room boutique hotel. The 
hotel is an affordable option to 
introduce travelers to the true 
Southern hospitality and culture of 
the property.



UP375.10
Building 3 | Office Space, Yoga 
Studio + Event Space

Building 3 will become a new office 
space for our client, includes room 
for future office tenants + co-working 
spaces, a yoga studio, and an 
indoor/outdoor event space. The 
modern, coastal, indoor/outdoor 
design creates a unique stage for 
hosting private and corporate 
events.

Reoccurring design elements to 
note:
+ Massive window structures to bring  

in natural light
+ Long, expansive passageways
+ Extending wooden Trellis systems
+ Slender wooden elements



UP375.12
Building 4 | Mixed Use

With nearby hotels, the client wanted 
to develop a facility with fitness 
studios that visitors and locals could 
enjoy. The space also leaves room 
for an additional micro brewpub and 
local oyster bar

+ Brewpub
+ Oyster Bar
+ Retail Space
+ Fitness Studio



UP375.13
Existing Dive Bar | Exterior Updates

The existing small, local dive bar will 
receive exterior renovations 
including a modern front porch and 
facade.



UP375.14
Additional Phases + Plans

Future plans include an onsite 
outdoor amphitheater. The outdoor 
entertaining space will have room for 
food trucks and other local vendors 
to host pop ups on-site. The micro 
brewery in building 4 will overlook 
the outdoor space with additional 
outdoor seating and rooftop seating 
for events.
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